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|. Abstract 

= rom the fall of 2004, through early spring of 2006, I enlisted the help of high school and 

college students, and adults, for an ongoing restoration effort to remove exotic, invasive 

plants from Belt Woods Wildland, a 624 acre preserve near my home in Bowie, MD. In addi- 

tion to the recruitment of work groups, my project also involved training and supervising these 

volunteers in identifying, and then, hand-pulling, cutting, digging-up, or otherwise removing 

plants that are on a hit-list of non-native invasives. My recruitment flier—Belt Woods Needs 

You—invites participants to become guardians of biodiversity, to develop a deeper sense of 

place, to discover an eastern old-growth forest, and to learn what it takes to protect a global 

treasure. 

Although exotic, invasive species include animals, plants, and microbes, the focus of this pro- 

ject’s removal efforts is on exotic, invasive plants. I also used this project to raise awareness 

about the ecological crisis caused by exotic, invasive species in general, and how our communi- 

ties might begin to address the tremendous challenge this crisis offers us. 

This paper draws upon a broad array of influences that intersect during the unfolding of the 

project, including: the history and story of Belt Woods, and of the cultural, economic, and eco- 

logical aspects of the invasive species problem; instruction and information that might be help- 

ful in addressing the problem in our communities; examples of the civic environmentalism that 

is required for us to live in a sustainable way; and finally, but most importantly, a recounting of 

the hours spent in Belt Woods, physically engaged in healing ritual to preserve and restore bio- 

diversity.  



Il. Background 

tory and words have infinite power to provide the imagination necessary for reshaping 

the world. I’ve encountered two stories, in particular, that have energized my “ecological 

self” over the past five years. The first involved a letter-to-the-editor of my local paper by a 

young urban architect named Stewart Sirota. In his poetic style, Stewart expressed heartbreak 

over the clearing of a one hundred acre, wildlife rich woodland in our town, for a new regional 

shopping mall. His powerful words launched my immersion into environmental activism, that 

led to, among other things, a massive community-wide wildlife rescue attempt, and adoption of 

“Wildlife Habitat Management Guidelines for the 

City of Bowie”. The second story, from 4 Language 

Older Than Words by Derrick Jensen, inspired my 

current project. Jensen, in his travels through New 

Zealand, stopped at Tapu Te Ranga, a community 

house in New Zealand built by the Maori writer, 

Bruce Stewart. Stewart developed a center for indige- 

nous culture there, as well as a native plant preserve. 

“What will it take for us to survive?” Jensen asked 

Stewart. In reply, Stewart said: 

“If we are to survive, each of us must become kaitiaki, which is 

the most important concept in my own Maori culture. We must 

become caretakers, guardians, trustees, nurturers. In the old days 

each whanau, or family, used to look after a specific piece of ter - 

rain. One family might look after a river from a certain rock down 

to the next bend. And they were the kaitiaki of the birds, and the  



fish, and the plants...this protection was so strong that people 

would die if they broke it. It’s that simple. It needed no policing. 
To be kaitiaki is crucial to our existence. So while I am in agony 

for the whole planet, what I can do is become kaitiaki right here” 
(Jensen 162). 

In Belt Woods Needs You! Pulling Together In Loving Relationship With The Land I am 

attempting to transplant the ancient Maori 

concept of kaitiaki from the soil of New 

Zealand to a 624 acre mosaic of old-growth 

forest, woodlands, and abandoned farm fields 

known as the Belt Woods Wildland, on 

Maryland’s Coastal Plain. In 1974 the U.S. 

Department of the Interior recognized Belt’s 

43 acre South Woods as a National Natural 

Landmark, “undoubtedly one of the finest examples of mature upland hardwood forests remain- 

ing” (Horton 10). Internationally recognized as a critical nesting area for neo-tropical migrants, 

the density of songbirds breeding at Belt Woods is among “the highest densities ever recorded 

in North America” (Horton 8). Belt Woods is a locus mundi, a spiritual center. It is what Scott 

Sanders would call a “local power”, around which human history, for better or worse, has twist- 

ed and turned through the centuries. In its 

wake a wounded landscape remains, with 

only scattered fragments of intact natural 

areas left to sustain us—becoming even 

more precious in their vulnerability to 

   



encroaching development and other negative 

forces. 

In Eastern Old-Growth Forests—Prospects 

2 for Rediscovery and Recovery, Bill McKibben 

tells us that “to really blossom”, the hard-used 

ow forests of the American landscape “need a 

° Bloodroot (Sanguinaria canadensis) grows in the rich soils 

of the South Woods. change in lifestyle-away from the neglect or 

abuse of the past, and into loving relationships with human beings” (McKibben gtd. in Davis 

362). McKibben sees old-growth “not simply as a marker of past glory, an elegy for all that 

once was” (McKibben qtd. in Davis 363), but as a repository of hope, offering seeds of renewal 

r, old- growth 

spokesperson, and co-founder of Wild Earth, Mary Byrd 

Davis. She encourages us to “work and wait in hope”, at 

these pivotal places “between two forested worlds...the natu- | 

ral forest of pre-settlement North America and the recovered : A | 

forest of the future. These remnants-with our help-will 

become the seeds from which a renewed forest spreads” 

(Davis xv). In this project, I have tried to build a community FA : ; 

° Robert, a University of Maryland stu- 
of people to work the front lines in the struggle to protect dent and core volunteer standing atop a 

ridge in the South Woods. 

Belt Woods from a major ecological challenge that threatens 

its future-exotic, invasive plant species. 

Conservationists say that old-growth gives us a benchmark to which we can compare sites 

altered by humans and against which we can weigh our attempts at sustainability. Although 
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there probably are not any places on earth unaffected by anthropogenic damage, ancient, pri- 

mary forest tracts are the purest places remaining, “making unique contributions to the gene 

pool; harboring native species; demonstrating natural processes; and serving as cores for future 

large wilderness areas and as nodes of biodiversity linked by corridors” (“Frequently Asked 

Questions”). There are structural, compositional, and functional differences between second 

growth and old-growth forests, which account for old-growth being a reservoir for certain 

species of salamanders, soil invertebrates, and songbirds that cannot thrive in younger forests 

(McCarthy 5). Large amounts of carbon are stored both above 

and below ground in old-growth forests, offering a significant 

pool for climate gases (“Importance of Old-Growth” 3). Not 

only does old-growth teach us much about what we know 

regarding natural forest processes, provide a baseline for 

research, and provide a reservoir for biological diversity, but 

as Brian C. McCarthy reminds us, it has tremendous heritage 

value—providing “a remarkable tool for historians and social 

scientists, as well as biologists” (McCarthy 6). 

The outstanding characteristics of old-growth that can be he South Woods, characterizes Eastern old- 

growth forests. 

easily observed during a walk through Belt’s South Woods are: 

intact soils that harbor many life forms, including fungal ecosystems; an uneven aged canopy 

structure with living trees of all ages and diameters, including trees of great age and size; large 

dead trees (standing snags); multiple sizes of dead logs in various stages of decay that con- 

tribute rich organic material directly to the soil; canopy openings to support mixed age stands; 

and a pit and mound micro-topography, that creates a distinctive undulating or rolling landscape 
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not usually seen in human disturbed forests. 

When Captain John Smith arrived in Maryland in 1608, Native Americans had already been 

there for at least 10,000 years. The seat of the Piscataway Empire described by Captain Smith as 

“Moyaone”, is within 30 miles of Belt Woods. 

Indian settlement in Southern Maryland was con- 

fined to the shores of the Potomac and the valleys 

| of the larger streams, while the hardwood cov- 

| ered uplands were uninhabited, except for tempo- 

| rary hunting camps, and as possible sites where 

Reproduced from 7 the Piscataways engaged in hostile encounters 

with their major enemies, the more aggressive 

Susquehannocks. Archeologists discovered that Piscataway village refuse pits contained bones 

of animals not now known in Maryland, including the eastern bison, and elk. But everything 

that moved went into the pot—skunk, buzzards, duck, wild turkey, heron, eagle, hawk, and 

trumpeter swan (Ferguson 7). 

After English settlers arrived in Maryland in the 17th century, Native Americans were dis- 

placed and thousands of acres of forest primeval were stripped to create more farmland for 

tobacco—the most important cash crop in the colonies. Throughout the 1700’s tobacco was 

grown by nearly everyone because it was used for money. Indentured servants, who finished 

their terms and bought farms of their own, were replaced by slaves, so that farmers could keep 

pace with the demand for tobacco. A scene taken from an 18th century map “incorporates three 

of the most important elements in the colonial economy of Prince George’s County—tobacco, 

ships, and slaves” (Virta 43). At the time of the Civil War, of a total population of 22,272 people 
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election of 1860 netted one County vote for   
Abraham Lincoln (Bunting 45). 

Over the past 300 years Prince George’s County 

has changed from a wild frontier, to a plantation gl F Gury Lnk ty Hf fi Sond Commit 
ond PHAN T 1 T2 

society, to a rural district of small farms and local   

commerce, and over the past decade, to densely populated suburbia sandwiched between two 

major cities. Prince George’s County has undergone a massive transformation since giving its 

northwest corner to create a backwater of a place called Washington, D.C. in 1791, now the cap- 

ital of the most militarily powerful nation on the planet. The changes in Belt Woods have been 

of a different sort, sculpted in nature’s time and by natural processes, although unable to fully 

escape anthropogenic influences. 

The first settlers came to Prince George’s County in the1600’s, and it was then that Belt 

Woods became part of the vast landholdings of W. Seton Belt’s ancestors. It remained in his 

family as forestland and tobacco/agricul- 

tural fields until he died in 1959. The land 

we now identify as Belt Woods was “typi- 

cal of the original ‘Forest of Prince 

George’...rich, moist upland forest consist- 

ing of white oak, black oak, hickories and 

tulip trees, with chestnut on the higher part 

of the slopes, and with seedlings of the 
   



same species” (Rucker 2). It was here that National Geographic photographers chose to shoot a 

story on what America was like before Columbus (Horton 7). 

Most of Prince George’s County falls on Maryland’s Coastal Plain. The Fall Line, which 

divides the Piedmont from the Coastal Plain, is at its northern edge, and its rich agricultural land 

  

1s bounded by the Patuxent River to the east, and 

p- | 

VALLEY AND RIDGE 

the Potomac River to the west. Tom Horton, 
i } 

PPALACHIAN 

PLATEAUS 

environmental columnist for the Baltimore Sun 

wrote: “Most remnants of ancient forests 

remaining in the eastern U.S. had struggled on 

poor, rocky soils, that escaped agriculture... What 

luck or design had preserved a forest here since 
— 

Colonial times was a wonderful mystery” (Horton 7). 

Although W. Seton Belt owned seven farms in the area, the 624 acre Home Farm—now the 

Belt Woods Wildland—was where he lived until his death in 1959 at age 89. He left the Home 

Farm jointly to St. Barnabas’ Church and the Episcopal Diocese of Washington, to serve as a 

home for retired clergy, but with a covenant that the land would not be sold, and the trees not 

cut except for building and fence repairs, 

and for firewood. Aware that the mature, 

veneer-quality trees were worth nearly 

$10,000 each, and that developers were 

eager to build on the property, the church 

went to court and had the will changed. 

That was in 1979. The next 20 years would 
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prove to be challenging ones for preserva- 

tionists interested in protecting Belt Woods, | SAVE BELT WOODS 

as well as for the church, intent on making T rees | , en XT 

the highest profit.   
As was noted earlier, the U.S. 

Department of the Interior recognized the 

43 acre South Woods as a National Natural 

Landmark in 1974. In 1981, the 50-acre North Woods, containing about 1/2 of the oldest oaks 

and poplars, went on the auction block—3523 trees, including some of the most magnificent ones 

that were over 400 years old, were purchased by a German mill. This action drew considerable 

negative attention for the church from local scientists, environmental groups, and concerned natu- 

ral resource managers. In 1984, the state of Maryland purchased 109 acres of Belt Woods, includ- 

ing what we now call the South Woods, designating it as a Wildland—the state’s most protective 

land use status. When the church announced plans for a development of 649 residential units on 

the remaining 515 acres of W. Seton Belt’s Home Farm, environmentalists and the public became 

galvanized, in large part due to Pam Cooper. Pam, a legal secretary and mother of a young child, 

went birding in Belt Woods one weekend, and immediately knew she had to do something to 

save Belt Woods. She founded the Western Shore Conservancy, a land trust whose sole objective 

was to preserve the old-growth forest and the remaining 515-acres of the Home Farm. A winning 

strategy to Save Belt Woods—Trees Older Than America was evolving. 

“Belt Woods became a national issue. There were sit-ins, 

stories on CBS News and NPR, a benefit concert in the woods by 

Paul Winter. Children's book author Lynne Cherry, writing the 

story of a migrating thrush named Flute, gave the diocese an  



option: she would end the story with Flute returning home to raise 

a new family, or to find his forest being bulldozed” (Stapleton 3). 

The church finally relented, and when, in 1997, 

the state of Maryland, Prince George’s County, 

the city of Bowie, the Trust for Public Land, The 

Nature Conservancy, and hundreds of private citi- 

zens and environmentalists all joined together, 

with The Western Shore Conservancy as interme- 

diary, Flute’s home was saved. 

As recently as ten years ago, a good strategy 

for protecting natural ecosystems was to prevent 

them from being developed , and then to have 

them set aside as parklands, or preserves. As time 

passed, their natural communities generally 

thrived and their ecological values increased. 

Today, “hands off” management approaches allow 

non-native invasives to thrive and expand. And 

other pressures, like adjacent development, pollu- 

tion, and visitor use, are causing our natural her- 

itage to be lost or displaced. Active management 

1s needed to protect and restore these communi- 

ties (“The Green Invasion”). 

Although Belt Woods’ location on the rural out-  



skirts of Bowie had previously protected it from 

the ravages of sprawl development, in recent 

years a housing boom is pushing the Washington 

suburbs farther and farther into rural areas once 

more removed from the city. Because Belt 

Woods is now surrounded by housing develop- 

ments and heavily trafficked roads, it has 

become increasingly vulnerable to large-scale 

invasion. High concentrations of ornamental plants—a wider variety of non-natives as well as 

more individuals of any given species—surround it now, compared to when it was in a rural set- 

ting. Belt Woods’ 624-acre mosaic of small fields and woodlands is now an island in a sea of 

development. How long can Belt Woods continue to provide suitable habitat to support the high- 

est density of breeding songbirds on the East Coast? 

In our Earth Literacy studies, we have continuously noted the significance of transforming 

the relationship between humans and the natural world, in order to realize sustainability. 

According to Stephanie Mills, author of In Service To The Wild: Restoring and Re-inhabiting 

Damaged Land, restoration portends a 

promising new relationship of humans to 

nature (Mills 123). Mills describes a con- 

versation with William R. Jordan III, a 

prominent figure in the Society for 

Ecological Restoration, whose thoughts 

on the subject of this new relationship 
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resonate so deeply with me. Jordan says we have a task for the good of the land community, 

where the more people we can get out there, the better. In the past, we used to say the fewer 

the better, to lessen the impact. Now we are saying “without a human commitment at the social 

and community and municipal level, these ecosystems are doomed”, so we must find “a way 

for a person from this culture to have business in the ecosystem” (Jordan gtd. in Mills 124). 

Restoration is one way for a community to inhabit and interact with an ecosystem in a way that 

1s healing rather than damaging. 

“Acts transform people... People often say, we have to change 

the way everybody thinks. Well, my God, that’s hard work! How do 

you do that? A very powerful way to do that is by engaging people 

in experiences. It’s ritual we're talking about. Restoration is an 

excellent occasion for the evolution of a new ritual tradition” 
(Jordan qtd. in Mills 125). 

Jordan tells us that restoration work is like the sacrament of communion, and “even an act of 

penance...a self-abnegation” (Jordan qtd. in Mills 125). It provides the Western mind with a 

chance to step back from an “intensely assertive, immensely creative vein in our culture...that is 

just that thing which has led us to this trouble”. To sit down and patiently copy nature, to 

humbly “lay aside one’s tastes and imagination” (Jordan qtd. in Mills 128) brings balance and 

restitution. “It isn’t enough, having caused harm...or change, to say, ‘We won’t do it anymore’. 

There should be recompense” (Jordan gtd. in Mills 125). 

Two National Park Service researchers have developed a scientific formula to measure the 

likelihood of a natural area succumbing to invasive species, depending on the balance of posi- 

tive and negative forces, including community involvement, exerted upon it. Using the concept 

of “generated edge”, the researchers found that the relative balance of positive and negative fac- 

tors operating on a natural area can either shrink or expand its actual, administrative boundary. 
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If negative factors, like small size, past disturbance, heavy use, and resistance to management 

plans, outweigh positive ones, then the generated edge falls within the actual boundary, and 

invasive species problems are likely to increase. If positive factors are greater, then the generat- 

ed edge expands the boundaries of the natural area, and exotic invasions will decrease (Van 

Driesche 268). 

Experience in the field has demonstrated that public support has a major effect on a natural 

area’s “generated edge”. Help in restoration efforts from local residents “creates a social buffer 

that is in many ways even more effective than the physical buffer of more land. A quarter-mile- 

wide swath of undeveloped land along the outer perimeter of a natural area might provide a 

measure of protection from invasive species, but a cadre of fifty volunteers is even better” ( 

Van Driesche 268). As threats to Belt Woods increase, we will have to rely more and more on a 

social buffer to extend the functional boundaries of this irreplaceable natural landmark. 

In order to attract recruits for invasive species work, I used a flier developed during EL 520, 

inviting high school, college aged, and adult members of the community to attend work parties 

to remove invasive plant species. Other strategies I used to nurture social buffering for Belt 

Woods include: addressing community groups—-the Bowie Democratic Club, The Bowie- 

Crofton Holistic Health Community, and the Anne Arundel County Master Gardeners—-about 

invasive species in general, and more specifically, how they impact Belt Woods; sending a 

Letter-to-the-Editor of my local paper that included my name and contact information; setting 

up a booth at a local spring fair, the Fairie Festival, with educational displays on the topic; and 

advertising in the newsletters of the Maryland Native Plant Society and the Maryland Chapter- 

Sierra Club.  



Become a guardian of biodiversity 

Deepen your sense of place 

Discover an eastern old growth forest 

AND 

Learn what it takes to protect a global treasure! 
= 

In Belt Woods Tulip-trees bud much as they did 
before Columbus sailed to the New World 500 

years ago. The density of birds breeding here is 
among the highest observed on the East Coast. 

Belt Woods is home of the state threatened Glade 

Fern and the state endangered Wister’s Coralroot. 

Join ongoing Saturday morning work groups 
for high school and college students, and adults to remove invasive plant species from Belt Woods 

Wildlands. Earn community service and/or educational credits. Contact Maureen Fine, invasive 

species removal coordinator at 301-464-9306 or maureenfine@earthlink.net.  



  

  

From: Maureen Fine maureenfine@earthlink.net 

Date: October 8, 2005 9:44:31 PM EDT 

To: Bowie Blade letters@bladenews.com 

Subject: Alien plant invasion 

To the Editor: 

As a twenty year resident of Bowie, I’ve had numerous occasions to 
walk and drive along many of Bowie’s tree lined streets, and to take 

respite in some of the natural areas tucked within our neighborhoods. 

Over the years, my knowledge of Maryland’s natural history has grown, 

and along with the heightened sense of place and wonder which that 

knowledge has wrought, is a greater sense of loss as I see our native plant 

life being overcome by alien, invasive plant species-Japanese honeysuck- 

le, English ivy, Mile-a-minute, Multiflora rose, Ailanthus, Japanese stilt 

grass-taking over roadsides and streambanks, neighborhoods and parks. 

According to a recent Washington Post article, “an explosion is 

underway. We’re losing our parks and our back yards”. Parade magazine 

recently stated “invasive species may be one of the most serious environ- 

mental threats of the 21st century...outcompeting their native cousins, 

killing crops and forests, upsetting nature’s delicate balance. They’re 

blamed for four in ten endangered-species listings, and their economic 
toll 1s staggering: $137 billion a year”. 

There 1s much that we can do to stop the spread of exotic, invasive 
species—- 

1. Become educated on what they look like and educate others! 
Better yet, buy or borrow a Field Guide and learn about the plants native 
to our region. 

2. Don’t use invasives—-tell your landscaping center that you 
want more native plant choices. 

3. Remove invasive exotics from your yard and replace them with 
natives, or non-invasive exotics. 

4. Become informed about pending legislation that deals with 

exotic, invasive species and support it! The National Aquatic Invasive 

Species Act is before Congress right now. Tell your Senators and 
Congressman to support NAISA. 

5. Get involved in local or regional volunteer weed removal pro- 

grams. Join me for invasives removal at Belt Woods. I can be reached by 

phone at 301-464-9306, and e-mail at maureenfine@earthlink.net. 

Let’s pull together to stop the spread of exotic, invasive plants in our 

community. Our lives depend on healthy ecosystems. 

Maureen Fine 

301-464-9306 

     



lll. The Second Greatest Threat 
to Biodiversity — 

Non-native, Invasive Species 

I t would be difficult for anyone to understand the impacts of invasive species, without an 

understanding of the invasion’s counterpart—native ecosystems. Chris Bright, author of Life 

Out of Bounds, reminds us that mandates for 

change will come, not by teaching people to hate 

the invaders, but through recognition that native 

ecosystems are worth preserving, and through 

ecological literacy (Bright 215). When people are more 

knowledgeable about ecology, it is easier for them “to under- 

stand that nature imposes limits on what we can do without 

provoking some sort of ecological collapse” (Bright 215). 

Biodiversity and ecosystem services—biodiversity in 

action—comprise the Big Picture within which we humans 

conduct our activities. Biodiversity, simply defined, is the vari- 

ety of life on our planet, measurable as the 

variety within species (genetic diversity), 

between species (species diversity), and the 

variety of ecosystems (ecosystem diversi- 

ty). Plants, animals, and microbes each play their role in a dynamic and complex ecosystem, ful- 

filling ancient, co-evolved partnerships, most of which escape our awareness or appreciation. 
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Natural ecosystems, and the species that are part of them, help sustain the life of the planet. 

Human society would not exist without them, and as ecosystems begin to unravel, so do our 

human cultures and economies. 

In addition to the production of goods (such as seafood, timber, fuel, fish and game, industrial 

products, fiber, pharmaceuticals, etc.), here is a list of some of the services ecosystems provide 

that keep us alive and thriving: 

purification of air and water 

mitigation of droughts and floods 

generation and preservation of soils and renewal of their fertility 
detoxification and decomposition of wastes 

pollination of crops and natural vegetation 

dispersal of seeds 

cycling and movement of nutrients 

control of the vast majority of potential agricultural pests 

maintenance of biodiversity 

protection of coastal shores from erosion by waves 

protection from the sun’s harmful ultraviolet rays 

partial stabilization of climate 

moderation of weather extremes and their impacts 

provision of aesthetic beauty and intellectual stimulation that lift 

the human spirit (Daily 3). 

In an accompanying graphic, with 

a champion grapevine at Belt Woods 

providing an evocative backdrop for 

a list of ecosystem services, I am 

ERT CHL PLCEETL ELE 
attempting to suggest the entangled | GU CNTLE BLL CL ClO 

relationship between ecology, cul- Aone any 

imber; pharmaceuti 

ture, and economy. What economy RRR 
, 
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ited and/or contaminated? Without new drugs and medicines, the development of which depends 

on raw materials from nature, what would happen to human cultures and traditions? What are 

the costs to human health and the economy when severe storm damage is compounded by 
  

“We tend to think of 
perspective as individual, but 

it's surely influenced bya 
. community of perceivers. 

Whether that community 

§ Snail specialist Aydin Osan. 

Species in Belt’s South Woods. 

bE Huopen, snail and ancient Talip 
oplar sh   

discovered this new Triodopsis 

    

destruction of natural buffers? 

These are only some scenarios to 

| contemplate when trying to artifi- 

| cially separate ecological, eco- 

nomic, and cultural forces. 

Kieran Suckling of the Center 

for Biological Diversity elabo- 

rates on the importance of biodi- 

versity for development of human perspective, and the loss that occurs when biodiversity is 

diminished. When plants and animals disappear from our neighborhoods and the world, we 

don’t just lose their physical presence, we lose an expanded, shared perception. What this costs 

our human cultures is inconceivable. Perspective is not individual, Suckling says, but is influ- 

enced by a community of perceivers, and “whether that community includes a diversity of 

  

plants and animals matters” to them 

and to us (Suckling 1). There is a | | i The Two Main Threats 

rapid decline in humanity’s percep- 

tions, thoughts, and ability to adapt, as 

societies replace diverse plant commu- 

nities with mono-culture crops—and 

in a closely related phenomenon, lin-   

  to Biodiversity and 
~ Ecosystem Integrity 

| Destruction of natural habitats 

‘+ Invasion of h non-native species that often accompanies 
i such disruption, exacerbated aby) modern transportation 
i and commerce 
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guistic diversity with “vast mono-lan- EEE What a are 

guages” (Suckling 2). invasive exotic species? 

The two main threats to biodiversity | Invasive Exotic Species . . “a species which has 

i evolved in an ecological system other than the one 
and ecosystem integrity are destruc- in which it is found, and is aggressive and 

troublesome for native plants, animals and natural 

tion of natural habitats and the inva- | Communities, atleast in part, because it is released 
from the pressure of predators and diseases from | 

| ts native habitat.” i 

Pa —Mid-Adantic Exotic Pest Plant Counc Hi 

Wilson, the Pulitzer Prize-winning LI (MA EPPO) 

sion of non-native species. Edward O.       

Harvard entomologist, tells us aliens are second only to habitat loss in depleting biodiversity, 

and “his ranking blurs because aliens are one of the main causes of habitat loss” (Devine 3). 

Some scientists believe that the control or eradication of exotic species is as important for con- 

servation as saving endangered species ry 216). Invasive, exotic species are those species 
  

| of plants, animals , or microbes, that have Ir nvasive exotic c organisms 
i : taken over ecosystems other than the ones in 

Lo | which they naturally originated, are released 

from the boundaries imposed by predators 

We 0 and diseases, and therefore become aggres- 
Disease Pathogens (micro-organisms)     "| sive and troublesome for native plants, ani- 
  

mals, and natural communities (“Invasive Exotic Plants in the Mid-Atlantic Region” 16). 

In Nature Out of Place, Jason and Roy Van Driesche tell the compelling story of how, from a 

cultural perspective, this threat of biological invasion came to be (Van Driesche Chapter 3). 

Until around seven hundred years ago, native flora and fauna were dominant in the ecosystems 

from which they evolved. Up until then, human foot travel had not broken the barriers that eco- 

logical isolation had presented, except for a few species of adaptable agricultural weeds and 
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ofhiota not only within i 
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pests. Around the 1300’s, the 

ecological isolation that nur- 

tured biodiversity began to 

| break down, as new technology 

| ushered in the age of sail, mak- 

ing transportation easier and 

{ ’ quicker. Barriers between the 

major biogeographic provinces 

broke down as sailing ships 

made possible “the mixing of biota not only within continents, but between them” (Van 

Driesche 52). Discoveries and inventions, as well as social and cultural values, including “mis- 

sionary zeal, curiosity, and greed that characterized many European cultures” (Van Driesche 54), 

came together to launch a process of domination and ecological homogenization throughout the 

world. 

At first, the impacts of invasive species were felt mostly around ports and in densely settled 

agricultural areas, for inland transportation remained slow and of limited capacity. This changed 

in America around the mid-nineteenth century with the mechanization of land and water trans- 

portation-coal powered steamboats and railroads introduced invasives to the continent’s interior. 

Road networks and the increasing number of cars and trucks set the stage for a systematic distri- 

bution of non-native species. The only remaining restricting factor for the transport of some 

species was how long the trip would take. By increasing the speed of transit, planes contributed 

to making international trade a primary sector of the economy, propelling us into the age of 

globalization. 
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Although the ramifications of commercial and economic globalization are a cause for con- 

cern worldwide, the more frightening biological globalization, which affects the integrity and 

stability of the earth’s lands, forests, and waters, has been noticed by too few (Bright 14). 

Going beyond the piecemeal transportation of species as commodities or stowaways, the global 

economic system and the transportation system that runs it “are driving changes in local 

economies that have overwhelmingly tended to favor the mixing of ecosystems everywhere” 

(Van Driesche 66). 

There are numerous reasons why organisms have been introduced from other places: to satis- 

fy cultural imperatives; to provide food, fiber, aesthetics, or pharmaceuticals; for erosion con- 

trol, conservation projects, and other natural resource management tools. They have been 

released by the botanic garden network and the horticulture industry (“Invasive Exotic Plants of 

the Mid-Atlantic Region” 1-2). Not all introductions become invasive, but it is hard to know 

beforehand when an organism will become a threat, until it has already begun out-competing 

natives. Concerning weed invasions in the U.S., one expert has said: “exotic weeds usually have 

to be in the country for 30 years or to have spread to more than 4,000 hectares before they are 

even discovered” (Bright 26). 

Introductions of invasive species have 

been accidental and intentional. As noted 

earlier, food production was not directly 

invasive, but farming and livestock grazing 

disturb ecosystems by creating openings, 

and the livestock eat vegetation and com- 

pact the soil. Crownvetch, Kudzu, and  



Multiflora rose, all highly invasive, were introduced for erosion control. Gypsy moths were 

introduced for fiber, Scotch pine for forest restoration, and Oriental bittersweet for wildlife 

food. By 1923, the USDA had introduced more than 50,000 plants into the U.S., including 

Crabgrass, Water hyacinth, and Johnson grass, along with their diseases. A high percentage of 

overall introductions are accidental and may have come from: ballast (Zebra mussel, Purple 

loosestrife); industries (wool scouring, oyster “seeds”, horticulture, forest products); the pet 

and aquarium trades; and from shipping containers (significant pathway for insects, weed 

seeds, snails and slugs). 

Social and cultural values played, and con- 

tinue to play, an enormous role in the inva- 

sive species problem. Below is a poignant 

description of how socio-cultural forces 

affected the intense phase of species shifting 

in the Chesapeake Bay region when European 

colonists introduced new flora and fauna: 

“It was an era when men's 
fascination with and dependence upon the natural world led them 

to measure their worldly success, in part, by their mastery of 

nature. The planters, merchants, and mariners involved in colo - 

nization came from European cultures in which plants, their culti - 
vation, and formal placement on the land represented a potent 

symbolic mechanism through which families ‘conversed’ about 

their power, wealth, and social status. There was an intense, lively, 

and dynamic interest in botanical curiosities because of the role 

plants played in this cultural milieu. Yet people also took great 

care to separate themselves from the wilderness-which represented 
an uncontrolled nature, or ‘wildness’. They exploited it and were 

not, in modern terms, environmentally sensitive” (Yentsch and 
Reveal 251-252).  



Most of the plants on the hit-list for 

Belt Woods were introduced as orna- 

mentals and landscaping plants in the 

mid-19th century. In the early days of | 

colonial expansion, recent immigrants | 

pined for the familiar plants and ani- 

mals they had left in the old country— 

-the strange and degenerate new world 

created a feeling of longing for the familiar. Instead of listening to Native American stories of 

relationship to the land, the European invaders tried, in some cases successfully, to destroy the 

natives and their stories. It has only been in recent years that Native Americans have been legal- 

ly allowed to practice their earth-centered rituals, so much a part of ancient American Indian 

narratives. Although Thoreau and Whitman glorified America’s native plants and animals as 

being wilder and heartier than their tame British counterparts, Britain’s glories were deeply 

engraved in the American psyche (Bright 135). In Tinkering With Eden, Todd re-iterates this 

biocultural imperialism: 

“As a young nation, with many people so new to the land, 

America had a shortage of stories that took place on its own soil. 

Without a literary tradition Americans didn’t know what could 

happen in their landscape...the desire to see ourselves as heroes 

and heroines of stories that we know and love easily translates 

into a desire for the artifacts of those tales” (Todd 146). 

In 1871, the American Acclimatization Society laid out its goal to introduce and acclimatize 

foreign varieties of “useful” and “interesting” animals and plants, like Shakespeare’s starlings or 

sprigs of heather from the moors where Heathcliff may have roamed. During the 19th century, 
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loose networks of acclimatization societies and botanical gardens were responsible for the 

movement of hundreds of plants and animal species between North America, East Asia, and var- 

ious European colonies. “The aim of this network...was the expression of a profound biological 

undertaking: the reconstitution of non-European landscapes as a whole” (Bright 135). 

The botanical garden network, although primarily focused today on issues important to 

botany and plant conservation, continues to introduce exotic garden species. Acclimatization in 

modern times is promoted by horticulture and its profit-making sector—the nursery industry— 

together unleashing the world’s worst plant invasions. In the continental U.S. and Canada, gar- 

den introductions are estimated to account for about half of the 300 or so really serious pest 

plants of natural areas. More than 60% of North America’s worst wildland weeds are still being 

sold by nurseries, and new garden invaders continue to surface regularly (Bright 147). 

Exotic, invasive plants have profound and devastating ecological impacts. Plants provide the 
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foundation for all life, and are an integral part of a | The impacts of 

healthy ecosystem, each species contributing to a bal- | exotic invasive plants 

anced system developed over millions of years. . Ecology! Environment 

Ancient, intricate, co-evolved relationships in an + Economy 

ecosystem are disrupted by exotic, invasive newcom- |v Health +d Cukiare 

ers, and as a result, the ecosystem is thrown out of       

balance. Exotic, invasive plants compete with natives for light, water, nutrients and space. They 

create a scarcity of food that wildlife needs, and displace habitat on which wildlife have come to 

depend. The list of negative influences non-native invasives exert on ecosystems and the biota 

within them goes on and on: destructive growth habits that eliminate competitors; toxicity and 

allelopathy; alteration in genetic diversity; harboring of pathogens; and alterations in hydrology, 

soil chemistry, and frequency of wildfire. 

A recent study of a European invader of American forests, Garlic mustard (4//iaria petiola - 

ta), presents evidence that this pervasive plant interrupts the mutualistic associations between 

native canopy tree seedlings and the belowground arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (Stinson 1). 

  

Characteristics 

of exotic invasive plants 

. Fast growing 

_* Reproduce profusely | 

~* Survive under adverse environmental conditions 

. Have few known diseases or pests 

Are difficult to remove or control 

- Some exude toxins to kill nearby plants 

Increasing CO, reduces herbicide efficacy (USDA) 

: Elevated CO, favors i invasive species in plant | 
communities 3 (USDA)   * Have roots and rhizomes with large food reserves (MA-EPPC) 

Garlic mustard also has been 

| implicated with the demise of 

| the rare and endangered West 

| Virginia white butterfly 

(Pieris virginiensis). The 

West Virginia white previous- 

ly laid its eggs solely on the 

early spring blooming      



Dentaria species. But now, Garlic mustard is emerging at the same time as the Dentaria, and the 

butterflies are laying eggs on the Garlic mustard. Once the West Virginia white larvae begin 

feeding on the Garlic mustard, they are poisoned. 

Allelopathy, the production of compounds by one species that influences the growth of anoth- 

er species, usually in a detrimental way, is another concern in regard to exotic plant species. 

One of the most invasive tree species of temperate forests, Ailanthus altissima, or Tree of 

Heaven, produces allelopathic chemicals that inhibit the growth of other plants, allowing it to 

out-compete native trees, especially those without previous exposure to its chemicals, or in the 

early stages of forest succession. 

Oftentimes people will see wildlife eating seeds, or other parts of invasive plants, and will 

assume that this shows the benefits of exotic invasives. Here is a recent entry by a natural 

resource manager from the Mid-Atlantic Exotic Pest Plant Council list-serve that addresses this 

misunderstanding: 

“A common mistake is to believe that because they eat certain 

foods those foods must be good for them. It is now known that a 

Bobwhite quail with 10,000 Kleingrass seeds in its crop in the 

winter months is starving to death. While it can be expected that 

hungry turkeys will eat at least some seeds of Ailanthus, it may not 
be good for them” (Beckerle 1). 

Bush honeysuckles, exotic invasive ornamental shrubs that come in many varieties, whose 

beautiful red berries are very attractive to birds, not only block light and deplete soil moisture 

and nutrients for native plants, but also compete for pollinators, resulting in reduced seed set for 

native species. Unlike native shrubs, the fruits of exotic Bush honeysuckles are carbohydrate- 

rich and do not provide migrating birds with the high-fat needed for long flights. 

The havoc created by invasive plant species comes in many forms—this paper uncovers only 
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the tip of the iceberg regarding the ecological threat they pose. As was noted earlier, there is 

interplay and overlap between habitat destruction and invasive species, which combine to pose 

an even greater challenge together than when acting separately. A third major ecological threat 

can be added to the daunting mix. 

Recent studies have shown that elevat- | 

ed CO2 from Global Warming favors 

invasive species in desert, prairie, and 

woodland plant communities, and 

reduces the efficacy of herbicides and 

mechanical techniques used for inva- 

sive species control (“Global 

Warming, Rising CO2...” 34, 35). 

Endangered, threatened and rare plant and animal species are especially at risk because they 

occur in small populations—42 % of the nation’s threatened and endangered species have 

declined because of encroaching exotic plants and animals (“Weeds Gone Wild” 2). Some scien- 

tists assert that 42% is grossly underestimating the reality. For some organisms, exotics are 

clearly the principle threat of extinction—68% of fish extinctions have been caused by exotics 

(Bright 21). One factor that is so obvious to me when I walk through a natural area is how 

native vegetation can become suppressed, still existing here and there but at low density— 

“functional extinction” (Bright 21). In this suppressed state, native species are unable to provide 

sufficient food for wildlife, or to maintain the genetic diversity needed to survive and flourish. 

Economic losses for agriculture, forestry, and range and roadways management, due to inva- 

sive species, and expenditures to protect crop, forest and rangeland productivity from their rav- 
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aging effects are considerable. The National Park Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

spend an estimated $2 and $10 million, respectively, on controlling exotic plants (“Weeds Gone 

Wild 2). Estimated costs nationwide associated with exotic, invasive species are $137 

billion/year, with plant pests and weeds at $80 billion/year (“Invasive Exotic Plants of the Mid- 

Atlantic Region” 5). 

Whether in Hawai, or in the Chesapeake Bay region, invasive species are devastating to 

both human health and culture. “Traditional practitioners are afraid”, laments Lyons 

Kapi’koho Naone III, a renowned practitioner of Hawaiin folk medicine, “because it is harder 

to find what they need” (Naone III qtd. in Devine 276). Eighty percent of the world’s popula- 

tion uses traditional medicines, derived from local forests and ecosystems, as their major 
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healing modalities. With these natural medicine chests fast disappearing, millions of people 

will be left without remedies (Grifo 42). 

In the Chesapeake Bay watershed, as bioinvasion threatens the Bay’s ecosystems, it also 

diminishes the powerful sense of local identity provided by this formerly abundant estuary, 

source of rich fishing ground for sport anglers and commercial watermen. This watery wonder- 

land of inspiration for artists and writers, playground for boaters, skiers, and swimmers, is now 

choking from Purple loosestrife infestations along its rivers and wetlands, destroying wildlife 

habitat and navigability, while Water chestnut blocks the passage of sunlight through the water, 

its fruit spikes tearing through shoe leather, and the skin of bathers and beachcombers. And 

these are just two of the numerous problematic species in the region! 

Although discussion of comprehensive strategic responses to the problem of bioinvasion is 

beyond the scope of this paper, I think it is important to at least be aware of the challenges 

involved, if only to reinforce our understanding of the interconnections between ecology, cul- 

ture, and economics. Preventing the intentional or unintentional movement “of thousands of 

often very poorly identified species” (Bright 199) will take strong political mandates and coor- 

dinated policy responses, “a comprehensive, readily accessible, global pool of information on 

exotics” (Bright 209), and ecologically literate human communities engaging in what William 

A. Shutkin calls “civic environmentalism”. But policy responses, unfortunately, are “weak and 

uncoordinated” (Bright 25), and few people can identify native plants and animals, or even nat- 

ural ecosystems, let alone detect the invasive plants and animals in their midst. Bruce Babbit 

tells us that the efforts of scientists, legislators, business owners and industry executives, farm- 

ers, ranchers, etc., is not enough— 

“Because the invasion diminishes the life of every American, it  



should concern every American...if we act quickly, decisively, and 

in concert with others, we can keep our biological systems healthy 

and our quality of life intact” (Babbit gtd. in Devine viii). 

Fighting bioinvasion offers many opportunities for action from as many levels and angles as 

possible—*“from international relations to personal actions, and from legal mechanisms to on- 

the-ground control techniques” (Bright 198). From a global perspective, as we discussed in 

EL530, economic models and market policies have serious negative impacts on ecosystems, and 

this is certainly evident in regard to exotic, invasive species. The World Trade Organization, for 

example, in its attempts to promote free trade, has weakened international efforts to fight bioin- 

vasion. On a national level, wood products industries are lobbying to weaken restrictions on 

trade in raw logs—an action, scientists warn, that could devastate our economy by releasing 

new insects and microbes. Here in Maryland, the state highway department is still doing road- 

way planting with plants listed by the Maryland Department of Natural Resources as invasive. It 

is my hope, that if enough of us raise our awareness concerning all aspects of this challenging 

issue, while working to eliminate invasives from our own backyards and local natural areas—by 

thinking globally and acting locally—each of us can make a difference. Here are some sugges- 

tions that have helped jumpstart my own efforts to protect biodiversity: 

-Protect old, biologically rich habitats close to home 

-Become educated about native plants-join a Native Plant Society 

-Tell your local plant nursery to stock native plants 

-Monitor natural areas and contribute to early detection efforts 
-Avoid planting exotic invasive plants 

-Landscape with nursery propagated, local native plants, not wild 
collected ones 

- Beware of seed packets that claim to be “Native Wildflowers” 

-Join local efforts to remove exotics from your natural areas 

-Become informed about pending legislation and support it! 
-Educate others 
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Methods of control for invasive plant 

species include continual monitoring, 

manual or mechanical removal, burning, 

chemical application, and biological con- | 

trol agents. Volunteers are usually con- 

fined to the first two methods unless 

they have had special training. Burning 

is done by trained professionals and natural resources managers. If chemical application is used 

in the eradication of invasives, the least persistent and most eco-friendly chemicals are aimed at 

targeted species, with extreme care taken not to expose non-targeted species. Biological control, 

using organisms that feed on a target population, is very risky, because it is difficult to insure 

“host specificity” (“Invasive Exotic Plants in the Mid-Atlantic Region” 12). There are no cookie 

cutter approaches to managing natural areas for invasive species control, and to say that natural 

resource managers are in the learning stages at this point is an understatement. 

Pulling, digging up, and cutting are very efficient means of controlling certain invasive 

plants, if there are small populations and enough volunteers. In the old-growth area of Belt 

Woods, we avoid any digging, in order to limit soil disturbance, and use of chainsaws or other 

mechanical equipment is not allowed. The timing for any invasive species work in the old- 

growth area is confined to non-breeding season for neo-tropical migrants, from late August 

through early April. In the fields and more disturbed sections of Belt Woods, and along the 

roadways, digging, cutting with a chainsaw, and chemical means can be used by qualified indi- 

viduals, with close supervision. 

The list of non-native, invasive plant species on the hit-list for Belt Woods includes the fol- 
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lowing, with those that are 1) the most aggressive and potentially harmful, and most difficult to 

control, even if there are not large populations found at present, in bold lettering, and 2) those 

that are most abundant in the old-growth South Woods, followed by an asterisk: 

 



IV. Belt Woods Invasives Removal Log 

Introduction 

What follows is a partial log of 19 months of ongoing Saturday morning rituals of inva- 

sive plant species removal, by a core group of volunteers, and other, less frequent, but not less 

enthusiastic recruits, that took place in a mosaic of fields, woodlands, and a remnant of old- 

growth forest called Belt Woods. About 800 people hours were spent nurturing the land during 

this project—just a beginning, a first step, to becoming kaitiaki. 

August 7, 2004 

Pam, the site manager and Western Shore Conservancy Board President, and I pulled 

Japanese stiltgrass (Microstegium vimineum) from along Church Road (eastern boundary of 

South Woods). One of the attractions of this work is getting to learn about native flora and 

fauna, and it was a delight to discover a small Earth snake, several Jack-in-the-pulpit with bright 

red berries, and a small clump of Pasture rose (Rosa Carolina), a Coastal Plain native rose. 

Our strategy was to pull the Japanese stiltgrass from around native plants, and then to flag 

 



the areas containing larger, monoculture Japanese stiltgrass patches, so that Pam’s husband, 

Andy, could come by and spray with the herbicide glyphosate. We checked back the next day to 

confirm the Japanese stiltgrass’ demise. 

August 21, 2004 

Steve, a Maryland University volunteer, Pam and I continued pulling patches of 

Japanese stiltgrass from around native herbaceous plants and tree seedlings, and Andy again 

sprayed larger monocultures previously marked with flagging tape. We came upon more native 

plants nestled in the brambles, like several Desmodium species, and Wild yam. It is deeply satis- 

fying to think we are clearing the way for natives by controlling the Japanese stiltgrass’ incur- 

sion into the woods. 

August 28, 2004 

Don and I continued our 

pulling of Japanese stiltgrass along the 

roadway, and then went into the edges 

of the South Woods to monitor any 

encroachment. We found and pulled 

thinly scattered individual plants, several just beginning to sprout, in the pit and mound areas 

closest to the road. I noted several invasives—Barberry, large patches of Japanese honeysuckle, 

Creeping euonymus, and Multiflora rose—the removal of which will have to wait for another 

day. Also saw many natives, including a toad, Tall blue lettuce (Latuca biennis), Virginia 

knotweed, also known as Jumpseed (Tovara virginiana), and Hog peanut (Amphicarpa bractea - 

ta). Don decided he got more of a sense of accomplishment picking up the multitude of litter 

along the woods’ edges than in pulling invasive plants. He asked several times throughout the 
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morning: “Are we accomplishing anything?” | 

assured him that we were. 

September 5, 2004 

I worked alone along Church Road spraying 

@ larger Japanese stiltgrass colonies with glyphosate 

#4 solution, and pulling individual stiltgrass plants grow- 

§] ing around the native flora. This was the first time I 

aggressive means, and I take comfort in 

knowing that the most environmentally 

sound herbicides are being used, in a 

most responsible and limited way. 

October 23, 2004 

On a beautiful fall day in the 

had ever used an herbicide, or a backpack sprayer, 

always in my gardening past refusing to use herbi- 

| cides or pesticides. But invasive species require 

South Woods, Elaine, a naturalist and turtle specialist from Jug Bay Wetlands Sanctuary, Pam 

and I pulled up thorny Barberry shrubs, whose bright yellow roots tend to pull up easily, and 

without much soil disturbance. First we picked off the berries, or cut off the ends of the seed 

bearing branches. We bagged the seeds and seed bearing branches for trash pick-up. I also 

began some very primitive mapping out of invasives on the South Woods grid map. To every- 

one’s surprise and jubilation, we came across a very tall, native Euonymus—~Euonymus ameri - 
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rs used land aping i re its hr ng spines, 
because its Pile : pur leaves can be apy and its 

fr re-growth i recommended. 

canus—also called Hearts a’ bustin’, or 

Strawberry bush. This is one of my wood- 

land favorites, and I’m thrilled that it has 

managed to avoid deer browsing. Elaine, 

who 1s about 5°97, is standing next to it in 

an accompanying photo, and as you can 

see, she is looking up at its upper branches, 

with their little dangling, bright red “strawberries”. 

October 30, 2004 

Pam and I walked through -0.5 to .5 A, AB, 

B, and BC on the South Woods grid for about one 

hour in search of the largest Multiflora rose patches, 

in preparation for the University of Maryland students’ arrival. The four landscape architecture 

students were sent by Sierra Club, and became very adept at cutting the numerous Multiflora 

shrubs. They reminded me dutifully of how lucky I was to have their help that particular morn- 

ing, considering that the previous night had been spent on partying for Halloween. Despite their 
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grogginess, the students were interested to 

learn a little about the native plant life, and 

I was delighted to share my brimming 

enthusiasm, if limited knowledge, about 

the place. We had a special treat exploring 

the extensive Pawpaw colony near a very 

old, rusted out car, and the abundant 

Spicebush colonies—didn’t 

. know there could be so many 

| hues of yellow! About thirty 

|| minutes of our morning was 

! spent pulling and rolling up, 

| then bagging, a jungle of Mile- 

a-minute vines that still had 

some blue berries attached. 

November 20, 2004 

Forester Brian Knox, who 

saw the e-mail announcement in 

the Bowie-Crofton Holistic 

© Community bulletin, and about 

15 University of Maryland biol- 

ogy/environmental studies stu- 

dents, joined me at the Home 
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Farm today. Brian was a great help, suggesting that we flag off 

about 1/10 of an acre, and confine our efforts to this area. He 

noted that the area was about 100% covered in Japanese hon- 

eysuckle and Periwinkle, which was our main focus for 

removal on this outing. We also cut English ivy vines and one 

small European privet hedge. 

November 28, 2004 

A group of University of Maryland students and I continued our 

efforts in the previously flagged 1/10 acre section at the Home Farm. We 

pulled up a five foot square European privet patch, small Ailanthus 

seedlings, Periwinkle (90%), Japanese honeysuckle (80%), and English 

ivy (15%). Conservation biology student and violinist, Robert Burnett, 
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_ European privit 

Wingustrum vulgar) 

have pulle i ar ig al of etn or oo Hoare - 

Far 1 section of | Belt Woods, ‘where it covers 100% of the 

2 ground i in some areas. Once you pull it away, the ry 
appears bare, so itis a good idea to spread some Strrond. - 

ing leaf cover over the exposed soil. It should not take 

long, | in this wooded environment, for tree seedlings to take 

hold, once the ground i is cleared of the invasive plant—as 

long as monitoring and pulling of Top are carried out 
consistently. 

. joined our efforts on this date-he 

saw the announcement in the 

Maryland Native Plant Society 

bulletin-and what a gift he has 

brought to the woods! Robert and 

Kwaku, an African forestry stu- 

dent, worked very well together. 

December 18, 2004 

Anne Marie Gabrielle, 

Energy Healer and founder of the 

Bowie/Crofton Area Holistic 

Community, joined Robert and 

me for Climbing euonymus 

| (Euonymus fortunei) removal in 

the South Woods. Cranefly orchid 

(Tipularia discolor) leaves with 

purple undersides, and large, oval, 
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white-veined leaves of Puttyroot 

(Aplectrum hyemale) were sparsely 

scattered throughout the leaf litter. 

Working together with Anne Marie 

was a great opportunity to network, 

and it was decided that the topic of 

Healing Ourselves/Healing the 

Earth would be a good one to 

include in a future Bowie/Crofton 

Area Holistic Community monthly 

meeting at Border’s Bookstore. 

January 8, 2005 

Sandy Lundahl, Anne 

Ulvestad, Russell Tyldesley and 1 

pulled Euonymus fortunei in the 

South Woods. Also, Euonymus 

alata, English ivy, and Multiflora 

BTR 

 



| rose were cut or pulled as the sit- 

| uation allowed. Even though it is 

winter, the evergreen features of 

English ivy and Euonymus creep- 

| er, or Winter creeper, make it easy 

| to identify them when other plants 

| are dormant. Winged euonymus 

(Euonymus alata) has corky 

wings on its stems, and Rosa mul- 

tiflora sometimes retains some of 

its identifying features into the 

winter. 

Sandy is from the Holistic 

Health Community and was so 

intent on ridding the South Woods 

of Euonymus creeper, that we 

didn’t get to talk much. Russell, 

Anne Ulvestad and I, on the other 

Fl hand, had lots of time to discuss 

our upcoming and past ELM 

assignments as we pulled. 

January 22, 2005 

Anne Ulvestad, Robert, and | 
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continued our work with Japanese honey- 

suckle and Euonymus fortunei removal in 

the South Woods. 

February 12, 2005 

Anne, who has become a regular on 

our work outings as well as the designated 

photographer and invasives humorist, 

Robert, Maureen, Janis, and college student 

Lauren and her high school aged brother 

Ryan, spent the morning in South Woods. 

Robert has been studying the differences 

between the native Trumpet vine (Campsis radicans) and Japanese hon- 

eysuckle vines in the winter, and gave us a thorough lesson in differen- 

tiating between them. We mostly traversed the power line right-of-way 

along Central Avenue and cut numerous patches of Multiflora rose. 

March 5, 2005 

Anne, Maureen, and Robert worked on Bradford pears in low- 

land area beyond the South Woods. Robert used a chain saw, with 

Anne and me assisting in directing the falling 

branches. Anne and I also addressed Multiflora rose 

and Japanese honeysuckle. On our walk back 

towards Church Road and our cars, Anne and I 

stopped to enjoy the pit and mound topography 
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ONPETE] | 8% 9 around 3B on the grid. 

There were reflecting 

pools in the pits, and we 

wondered whether these 

pools were nurseries for amphibian popu- 

lations, like vernal pools, and were in awe 

of the mystery of the place. 

April 9, 2005 

Fifteen of us—Elaine, Janis, Anne, 

Robert, Pam, Andy, and their son Ethan 

and two of his friends, plus seven 

University of Maryland students, carried 

out a wildlife drive in one of the fields, 

before Pam went through with the large 

mower. We mostly chased rabbits, and a 

Black Rat snake, but didn’t see any Box 

turtles. The mowing is part of Pam’s state requirement effort to address Johnson Grass. We then 

headed over to the Home Farm to continue pulling Periwinkle and Rosa multiflora.  



April 15, 2005 

Robert, Anne, and I ventured to the fields that [Ee 

edged the Central Woods in Robert’s pick-up truck, 

with chain saw, pruning saws, clippers, etc. in tow, to 

work on Bradford pears, Japanese honeysuckle, and 

Rosa multiflora. It was an absolutely stun- 

ning day, and Anne and I had fun bouncing 

around in the back of the truck. From the 

vantage point of these fields in the early 

stages of succession, we got some new Vvis- 

tas of the very old trees, standing like giants 

high in the distant canopy. We noted huge 

amounts of invasive Mile-a-minute seedlings 

sprouting like a lush groundcover along the forest 

edges. Part of our agenda on these outings involves 

monitoring for the presence of invasives, and creat- 

ing “to do” lists for future outings. Some of the 

natives seen in the Central Woods were Jack-in- 

the-Pulpit, Partridgeberry, Lycopodium, and Viburnum 

dentatum. 

June 11, 2005 

Anne and her good friend Vicki, Robert, and I 

worked in the sweltering heat to pull up Periwinkle, 
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Mile-a-minute vine, and Japanese hon- 

eysuckle at the Home Farm. A very 

large Spicebush was liberated from 

Japanese honeysuckle—it was a good 

feeling to stand back and look at it. 

We then took a much needed break to 

explore W. Seaton Belt’s historic barn. 

June 25, 2005 

The recruits from the Fairie 

Festival, organic clothing store 

(Forest Keepers) owners Joel 

and Jen, and their friends Ewan 

' and Brad joined the old-timers 

Robert, Pam, Andy, and me in 

the Home Farm area today. 

| While Pam, Andy, and Robert 

did “hack and squirt” of 

Ailanthus with the herbicide 

' Banvel, the rest of us continued 

HI IE WWONONK ATRTE 
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pulling Periwinkle and young 

Ailanthus seedlings. 

We also pulled and cut English 

ivy from the base of the great Maple | 

tree that seems to draw everyone to 

her. Other highlights included Jack- 

in -the -pulpit, a large population of 

Jumpseed, and later, when we 

walked over to see the historic 

barn, a snakeskin hanging from | 

some barn boards. Joel and Jen 

interpreted this as an auspicious 

sign. The group acted like ram- 

bunctious children out on an 

adventure in “the Great Woods”. 

Pam later commented that she 

heard a lot of laughter coming 

from our direction. 

November 5, 2005 

Anne, Robert and 

Maureen surveyed the center of 

South Woods from 0.5BC to 1C. 

Yellow tape marks the spots 
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where Garlic mustard was found as 

basal rosettes, just south and east of 

a 1B. Robert and Anne removed 

Oriental bittersweet from this area. 

We passed a colony of Glade fern, a 

rare and threatened species in 

Maryland. 

November 12, 2005 

Robert, Pam, and Dan used 

GPS to track down the rare and 

threatened Glade fern colonies, 

while Maureen and Esther picked 

up trash along southbound Church 

Road, from the school to the wet- 

land area (North Woods), as part of 

Western Shore Conservancy’s 

Adopt-a-Road project. I pulled up numer- 

ous Wineberry shrubs and clipped 

Euonymus alata in the woods where there 

were scatterings of gorgeous Maple-leaved 

viburnum colonies, decorating these fall 

4 woods with delicate leaves of rosy pink, 

translucent in the morning sunlight.  



March 25, 2006 

It has been an extremely dry March, which is beginning to take its toll on the woods-I 

don’t think I've seen the South Woods this dry before. How appropriate for my last work day 

pre-ELM presentation to have Anita Musser joining Anne and me in the South Woods to pull 

Alliaria petiolata, Garlic mustard, near 1B. To enhance the celebratory atmosphere, a scattering 

of spring ephemerals—Sanguinaria canadensis (Bloodroot), and Dentaria laciniata (Cut-leaved 

toothwort)—were in various stages of emergence from the forest floor. Succulent Mayapple 

(Podophyllum peltatum) shoots were just beginning to poke their umbrella tops through the leaf 

cover, and we hoped that our steps were light enough not to harm these delicate creatures. We 

discussed the co-evolved relationship between the Dentaria species and the rare and threatened 

West Virginia white butterfly, and the disruption that Garlic mustard creates in that relationship. 

How exciting that half of my core ELM class has been to Belt Woods. I'll take that as an auspi- 

cious sign! 

Conclusion 

It will take a lifetime to fully absorb all that I have learned from this introductory experi- 

ence leading invasives removal outings in Belt Woods. The threat of invasive species presents a 

tremendous challenge for those of us who love the natural world. Non-native invasives over- 

whelm ecosystems, but they can also overwhelm the physical and psychological resources of the 

people trying to keep them at a manageable level. At the very least, we have become the pests 

and predators that non-natives have been lacking, and our efforts may be leveling the playing 

field for native biota, allowing them a fair chance at survival. 

Another aspect of doing invasives removal work, is that it offers the volunteer lots of 

time spent in a natural setting, with some regularity, throughout the seasons, and in all kinds of 
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weather, save the most extreme conditions. For me, that has meant a greater connection to place, 

a stronger sense of community, and a profound sense of harmony with my true place in the Web 

of Life. 

When learning to identify invasive plants, volunteers also learn about native plants and 

ecosystems, which is a major goal of my project-to increase ecological literacy. In learning 

about how non-native invasives negatively impact ecosystems, a volunteer more fully under- 

stands the complexity of relationships forming the essence of ecology. Just as we humans fail to 

fully appreciate how much our bodies do for us until we become ill, so too do we come to real- 

ize the value of ecosystems when we see the disasters we have created through rampant mis- 

management. 

When I addressed the Bowie Democratic Club, the Bowie/Crofton Holistic Community, 

and the Anne Arundel County Master Gardeners, set up an information booth at the Fairie 

Festival, and wrote a letter-to-the-editor of my local newspaper, I hoped that some seeds of 

awareness about invasive species took root in the audience’s psyche. Here again, in addition to 

attracting volunteers for invasives work at Belt Woods, I was attempting to increase ecological 

literacy. 

As this phase of my project comes to an end, I hope to begin planning on how my 

efforts can best be applied in the future. I think that more specifically targeted outreach and col- 

laborative efforts are needed to build a larger core group of committed volunteers. There needs 

to be a more scientific planning process in place so that these volunteers know exactly what 

their goals are for a particular work session, and they are able to see the results of their labor. 

Many of the forces that influence management decisions at Belt Woods are beyond my scope, 

level of expertise, and control. But as biodiversity expert Chris Bright says encouragingly:  



“Conservation offers a huge opportunity for amateur natural - 

ists, and it’s far too important to be left to the professionals. The 

best defense any area can have is a group of people who know it 

well, who care about it, who have the patience to try to under - 

stand what is happening in it. Conservation works best as a civic 
activity” (Bright 226). 

    

  
“I cannot havea spiritual center: 

r   
without having a geographical one; 

I cannot live a grounded life 

without being grounded in a place.” 

9) Russell Sanders  
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